economic issues have been stressed in these concerns). These discussions were triggered by two well-known trends: the 'serials crisis' that started in the late 1960s (i.e., the steep increase in the costs of scholarly journals that had a debilitating impact on the sale of scholarly books published by university presses), and the decline in the number of independent and chain bookstores selling scholarly books.
In order to better understand the tectonic shifts impacting scholarly publishing in North America, we decided to investigate the price and output of scholarly publishers for the years 2009-2011. Accordingly, we sought to find answers to a series of major questions that have long plagued scholarly publishers. First, are too many scholarly books being published by university presses and commercial scholarly and professional publishers in North America? Second, what is the average suggested retail price for books released by university presses and commercial scholarly and professional publishers? Third, what are the channels of distribution for these books, and have they changed recently? Fourth, given the dramatic rise in the popularity of e-books, can university presses allocate the needed capital expenditures and issue new frontlist and backlist titles as digital books in order to compete successfully against commercial publishers with substantial financial and human resources?
2 Fifth, what strategies must university presses execute if they are to maintain their role as the pivotal source of substantive scholarly research?
review of the literature The economic state of scholarly book publishing has been hotly debated since the late 1960s when publishers and librarians began to write about the serials crisis. The Journal of Scholarly Publishing was at the forefront of this discussion, publishing a series of major articles that were widely circulated, cited, and debated within the eclectic academic community.
Walter Kerr, 3 John Brown, 4 William C. Becker, 5 and J. G. Bell 6 outlined in stunning detail the state of scholarly publishing in the late 1960s, touching on the origins of what became known as the serials crisis. Carroll G. Bowen outlined the historical context of the university presses in North America. 7 A recent review of these early articles indicated that all five of these papers are still relevant today to any scholar looking for an overview of the growth and development of these presses during a period of great uncertainty.
By the early to mid-1970s, university press directors, editors, marketing specialists, and others realized that the serials crisis was not a transitory phenomenon; it was then, and remains today, a lingering, unsettling characteristic of scholarly publishing. William B. Harvey, Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., William C. Becker, and John Putnam sought to put into perspective what they termed the 'crisis in scholarly university press publishing,' and, as is clear from their article, they achieved their goals.
8
Daniel J. Levant addressed important marketing issues in a market undergoing a rapid decline in library sales, an area much in need then and today of both qualitative and quantitative analysis. In a pair of well-received articles, Chester 
12
Once it became clear, and in reality painfully apparent, that the serials crisis had produced a crisis in scholarly publishing, the Journal of Scholarly Publishing published another series of substantive articles in the 1980s. Harlen R. Kessel developed some innovative marketing strategies. 13 He was joined by Manfred Stanley 14 and Jerry Minnich 15 in an attempt to refocus the presses on selling scholarly books in the growing commercial bookstore sector (the growth and expansion of Barnes & Noble, Borders, and other bookstores was occurring at this time). In what became a highly acclaimed article, Wendy J. Strothman outlined the issues and problems she confronted when she moved from Beacon Press to a commercial publisher.
16 Chester Kerr's superb re-evaluation of the state of scholarly publishing in 1987 triggered numerous discussions at the annual meetings of the university presses.
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Recently, Albert N. Greco, Walter O'Connor, Sharon P. Smith, and Robert M. Wharton published the first comprehensive analysis of scholarly book prices, covering the years 1989-2000. The authors used data provided by Yankee Book Peddler (YBP), interviewed dozens of press directors, and created a detailed marker field of twenty-four major publishing categories (e.g., philosophy, literature, economics). YBP's data revealed that, in almost every book category, commercial scholarly and professional publishers published more titles at higher suggested retail prices than university presses, perhaps 'leaving money on the table.'
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In his introduction to University Presses, the first volume of The Essential JSP: Critical Insights into the World of Scholarly Publishing, Albert N.
Greco provided the YBP statistics for 2000-2010. His research confirmed the earlier findings that commercial scholarly and professional publishers still published more titles at higher prices than university presses. This book, published by the University of Toronto Press, has some additional data sets: title output and suggested retail prices for all thirteen Canadian university presses (e.g., McGill-Queens; Toronto; Ottawa), for thirteen university presses in the United States (e.g., Catholic University of America; Stanford; Temple), and for forty-one other university presses around the world (e.g., Edinburgh; Melbourne; the West Indies). He writes that 'it would not be surprising to see some small North American university presses merging and/or joining a consortium of presses in order to survive. . . . As important as university presses are (and they are crucial to the intellectual life of any nation), it is hard to say how many will still be functioning ''as is'' in the next five years.'
19
Dana Courtney's 'The Cloth-Paper Conundrum: The Economics of Simultaneous Publication' addressed an important but not well-publicized pricing question. Should a library purchase the hardcover (perhaps with a suggested retail price of $32.13) or the paperback version (perhaps at $20.10) of a specific university press book? Courtney's background as a book buyer for YBP allowed her to discuss in detail the price differences between cloth (hardcover) and paperback titles as well as the cloth-paper price factor used by librarians to decide if it is more economical to buy the paperback version and have the cover laminated.
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In 'The Marketing That Authors Really Need,' Carolyn Wood investigated a point of great interest, and often one of intense friction, between a university press and an author. She claims that 'while many authors feel that the marketing efforts for their [university press] book have been creatively conceived, expertly conducted, and successfully translated into sales, many feel otherwise.' Wood lists a litany of suggestions for improving marketing, including (1) talk with the author since 'the publisher can garner information [from the author] that will be more valuable than all the lists of contacts an author can provide'; (2) be realistic regarding possible book-reviewing publications [forget the New York Times Book Review]; and (3) direct mail is not 'junk mail,' and it can work.
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Albert N. Greco and Robert M. Wharton, in 'The Market Demand for University Press Books: 2008-2015,' insist that 'university presses are not too big to fail. However, they are too important to fail.' Drawing on data sets and statistical forecasting, the authors discussed the erosion in press revenues, and they proposed a series of recommendations involving cost reductions and distribution alternatives. Are too many scholarly books being published by university presses and commercial scholarly and professional publishers in North America? What is the average suggested retail price for books released by university presses and commercial scholarly and professional publishers?
YBP again allowed us to use its detailed data sets in this article. Drawing on their exhaustive lists as well as on data for 2009 and 2010 in volume 1 of The Essential JSP, we created a series of academic book marker fields, listing twenty-four major book categories or sub-categories (similar to the two earlier studies). These twenty-four marker fields represented a small portion of the major book categories or sub-categories in the YBP data sets. A complete analysis of the YBP data is well beyond the scope of a single issue of this journal. Also, we assumed in this article and in both of our previous studies that there was no qualitative difference between books released by university presses and by commercial scholarly publishing firms. Table 1 As for the average suggested retail price, the commercial firms charged more for their books in six of the market fields in 2009 and 2011; the two categories with higher university press prices were History, Western Hemisphere; and Literature of Music. The pricing gaps were pronounced in Philosophy; Religion; and Law, Canada, perhaps indicating that university presses could consider some price increases in these fields. Table 2 shows that university presses reduced title output by 5. 
press output. An analysis of prices is exceptionally interesting. As could be expected, commercial presses had higher average prices than their university press counterparts in 2009; however, by 2011 these price differences in certain categories were quite substantial, often more than $50. In the Sociology category, the difference was $51.82; in Physics, $51.32; and in Natural History, $65.32.
To summarize the data in these three tables, we conducted a series of There is a gap of $21.32 between the three-year average prices; and commercial publishers were able to charge 35.48 per cent more than university presses for books essentially similar qualitatively to those published by university presses. the size of the scholarly publishing sector and channels of distribution What net publishers' revenues were generated by university press books and commercial scholarly and professional books? Where were these titles sold? Various statistical analyses were undertaken to calculate the totals; in addition, hardcover and paperback sales were combined into one category of total sales. While historical data were available for 2010 and 2011, we developed some statistical models to generate projections for 2012 through 2015. Table 4 The decline in printed books will impact exports, which are projected to decrease by 26.92 per cent, and total domestic sales, which is projected to decrease by 26.76 per cent. Additional declines will occur in all of the channels of distribution of printed books. The bright spot for university presses will be in the transition to digital books. Revenue from digital sales will grow from $12 million in 2010 (2.86 per cent of total revenues) to $141 million in 2015 (32.12 per cent). This will be an increase of 1075 per cent. There is, however, concern regarding how many of the university presses in North America will have the resources to support e-books and e-bookpublishing platforms. Table 5 Source: Greco and Wharton strategies for university presses University presses are experiencing a number of uncertainties that affect their strategic options. As the number of new titles declines in most categories and prices show a moderate increase, university presses find it very hard to achieve the same pricing levels as commercial presses (see Tables 1-3) . Where anomalies exist, such as in English Literature and Western Hemisphere History, and where university presses command a slight pricing advantage, there seems to be little growth. From 2009 to 2011, the English Literature category showed a marked decline (24%) in the number of new titles, and the Western Hemisphere History category did not show any growth. The slight pricing advantages in some categories and sub-categories may be due to a publisher's reputation for a particular specialty, which is difficult to scale up, and due to the fact that the size of the market in some of these categories is very small. In general, university presses are unlikely to be able to compete against scholarly commercial presses in terms of meeting the overall volume of demand.
Commercial scholarly presses produce more than three times the total volume of titles published by the university presses. Further, the consolidation of the commercial scholarly presses increases their power over the distribution channels, making it that much more expensive for university presses to reach potential buyers. Thus, the still insatiable demand for new books and the large number of new titles generated do not provide much opportunity for revenue growth to the university presses if current business models and strategies prevail.
Looking at university presses as operating according to a traditional revenue-generating business model, we see a number of other challenges. Projections of revenue (see Table 4 and 5), while showing a modest increase overall from 2010 to 2015, clearly indicate that revenue derived from digital sales will grow by more than ten times in five years (from 2.86% of revenue to 32.12% of revenue). During the same period, the commercial scholarly publishing industry has to only slightly more than double (from 21.19% to 45.18%) its revenue derived from digital. Achieving this increase will be a major challenge for the university presses because overall university technology infrastructure investment as a percentage of revenue has not kept pace with the commercial presses'. Add to this the decline in global markets, as forecast in the lowering of export revenue, along with lower prices for e-books; piracy; and decline in the retail, institutional, and direct-to-consumer segments, and the traditional revenue-generating business model no longer makes sense.
Similarly, traditional strategic analysis may not be the solution for the future of university presses. Such analysis would argue for lowering costs through collaborations and alliances, evaluating possibilities of becoming specialized content providers, creating new categories to compete in and, in an extreme measure, exiting the industry. While each of these is a viable option, depending on the specific situations within each university press, they are by themselves not sufficient for finding a solution. Instead, university presses may need to go back to first principles and question why the press exists, look at what universities do bestespecially as they are themselves in transformation -and embrace the new digital world for opportunities.
University presses have long been subsidized, a fact that clearly indicates that revenue and profits are not their prime motivators. Books published by such presses have enhanced the university's reputation, and, more importantly, have provided much-needed outlets for specific kinds of knowledge work -mostly writings created by faculty residing in universities. Such works have been part of the evaluation of the faculty for tenure, promotion, and other forms of recognition and career advancement. The norms may be changing as electronic forms of 'knowledge discourse' become acceptable. The university presses need to see themselves as uniquely positioned to participate in this knowledge discourse by using electronic dissemination and taking advantage of emerging social media.
The Association of American University Presses task force report on new business models addresses a number of these issues. 24 The impediments to university presses' transition to new models remains problematic. There are some hopeful signs. Recent collaborations on using openaccess networks and institutional repositories to distribute research show some promise. The growth of outsourcing firms that provide more price-competitive solutions to the e-books strategies of university presses is another example. The alliances between print-on-demand providers and university presses is promising as they offer low-cost options to university presses.
25
Integrating themselves into the knowledge discourse process remains the primary challenge and a great opportunity for university presses. As universities move to using e-learning models and platforms, knowledge discourse and dissemination take on a new form. In this model, a traditional book being published by a university press is only one part of the entire knowledge value chain. It is preceded by discussions of manuscripts within a historical context of other titles that may have been produced by the university. It ends with a post-publication discussion with reviewers and other academics that is disseminated through open-access channels and social media but is always contextualized within a historically specified debate. In this model, the university library becomes an essential part of the enterprise.
It is interesting to read about Northwestern University's foray into this arena. Sarah Pritchard, the dean of Northwestern University Press (NUP) and the University Library, 'thinks more and more universities are seeing the strategic advantages of linking university presses and their institutional libraries as digital information services converge, and universities desperately seek both savings and innovations.' NUP is moving more actively, according to her, 'to develop an aggregated electronic platform. ' 26 Ownership of intellectual property and control over its use will become key to the success of this contextualized knowledgediscourse model.
Such organizational changes are difficult to implement as more traditional views of the university presses still prevail and established relationships with reviewers, distributors and other stakeholders become roadblocks. For some presses the option of tweaking the system by seeking ways to generate higher pricing to match the levels of the commercial publishers may be sufficient. For others, short-term benefits may be achieved by university presses seeking to differentiate themselves in existing categories or sub-categories or even creating new categories. Yet others may find opportunities in the expanding global market by creating partnerships with universities abroad, especially in emerging markets. However, in the long term the university presses need to integrate themselves more broadly into the knowledge discourse as universities themselves transform into new entities within our knowledge economy. falguni sen is professor of management systems and area chair of management systems at Fordham University's Schools of Business.
